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As a pioneer of tub and tray bases with a long experience in bath 
and shower tray installation technology, MEPA offers perfect solutions for 
installing a wide range of tub and tray models.

Whether a spacious bathing complex for the ultra-fl at designer shower 
made of steel, acrylic or mineral cast, whether a rectangular, square, 
pentagon or a quarter circle, whether at ground level, or partly embedded. 
MEPA offers the suitable solution with bathtub and shower tray feet 
and systems which streamline professional installation and create the 
required free space. Long-term experience and competence guarantee 
perfect practical solutions.

Bath and shower tray 
 installation technology
Systems for bathtubs and shower trays
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Stability that lasts for years

The MEPA shower tray bases and mounting frames excel by a well thought out design which 
is convincing by function and quality. Adjustment options which are independent of each  other 
ensure accuracy of fit and secure stand. Universally applicable, they can be efficiently and 
 quickly mounted in just a few steps.

In every installation situation: Safe, very precise and stable

Carefully coordinated accessory components facilitate installation, such as the  easy-to-install 
EasyLift shower tray base for the stable centre support of showers as well as wall rails or 
 bathtub anchors for supporting the bathtub edge. Complementary products for sound-insulating 
and watertight installation of the bathtubs and shower trays enable compliance with DIN 18 534 
or 4109. At the same time, the shower tray base, mounting frame, tub rim support and tub rim 
sealing guarantee professional installation – stable, safe and comfortable.

Bath and shower tray installation 
 technology from MEPA
Arguments for professional installation



* according to the MEPA guarantee terms on en.mepa.de
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30-year MEPA quality guarantee*

With the development of the fi rst height-adjustable 
shower tray and bathtub bases, MEPA has made a name 
for itself as a pioneer in bath and shower tray installation 
technology and subjects all products  manufactured by 
MEPA to intensive quality controls.

The company underlines its continuously high quality 
claim with a 30-year guarantee* for the most important 
products in this area. The guarantee covers possible 
defects which are due to manufacturing or design faults – 
especially because the company is fully convinced of the 
quality of its products. That way, you will be on the safe 
side with us.

• Components matched to each other for a professional 
and sound-absorbing installation according to the 
generally recognised rules of technology

• Developed with 60 years of experience and 
expertise for the sanitary area

• With the highest quality claim

30-year MEPA quality guarantee
Because we are convinced of  
our products

30 years
guaranteed 
reliability and 
function

for the most important
products of bath and 
shower tray installation 
technology

according to the guarantee
terms available on en.mepa.de

Qual i ty
guarantee

MEPA products with 30-year quality guarantee*:

Mounting frame Art. No.
SF 120/180 150 177
SF Mineral cast 120/120 150 178
SF Mineral cast XL 120/180 150 179
SF 120/120 Universal 150 182
SF 100/100 Acrylic 150 183
SF XL 100/180 Universal 150 184
SF 5-corner/ ¼-circle 150 185

Shower tray bases Art. No.
BW-5 Maxi 150 130
BW-5 SF 150 140

Bathtub bases Art. No.
WS grip KALDEWEI 110 020
WS grip BETTE 110 025
WSuni 110 015
WS-Plus 110 010
WA 100 030
WA-Plus 100 039

Tub rim support Art. No.
Tray anchors 190 021
Wall rails for bathtubs BW 190 031
Wall rails for shower trays DW 190 032

Sound insulation Art. No.
Tray profi le DUO 180 010
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For the professional installation of shower trays and bathtubs, several different products and 
components are required, depending on the respective tray or tub type or material as well as 
the special installation situation. The use of coordinated quality products offers a high degree 
of safety – especially in terms of stability, sound protection and watertightness. As a pioneer 
of bath and shower tray installation technology, MEPA supplies all the relevant products from a 
single source.

To enable the installer to quickly and effortlessly fi nd the items required for a specifi c application 
situation during contract packaging MEPA has developed a useful navigation aid in the form of 
the bathtub installation confi gurator.

The bathtub installation confi gurator is available digitally – as part of the MEPA Service App 
or online under www.mepa.de/app

Bath and shower tray confi gurator
Quick product fi nding for every 
 application situation

Product fi nder

https://www.mepa.de/app
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Which shower tray base fi ts? The answer is provided by 
the bathtub installation confi gurator

The installer is asked in the app about various points 
in his installation situation. If, for example, he plans 
to install a shower tray, he should specify in the 
next step whether the screed is already available 
or will be installed later. After just a few more steps, 
the installer has achieved his/her goal and can see 
which products MEPA recommends for professional 
installation in the respective application situation.

The MEPA Service App
(only in German)

The indispensable tool 
for all sanitary professionals

Bathtub installation
Confi gurator

Aquaproof
Product fi nder Apart from the bathtub installation 

confi gurator, the MEPA Service App 
includes other useful tools such 
as the Aquaproof product fi nder 

or the spare parts fi nder 
for cisterns and fl ush plates. 

You can download the free of 
charge Service App from 

the Google Play Store and 
the Apple iTunes Store.

With a few steps 
to all necessary 

products

Spare parts fi nder
Cisterns & fl ush plates

Contact & Service

FAQ
Frequently asked questions

Mounting aids
Instructions, videos, 
model lists

nextTAB
Confi gurator

Apart from the bathtub installation 
confi gurator, the MEPA Service App 

includes other useful tools such 
as the Aquaproof product fi nder Cisterns & fl ush plates

Frequently asked questions

The installer is asked in the app about various points 

With a few steps 
to all necessary 

https://qrmg.de/3a835
https://qrmg.de/f2201


Mounting frame SF Universal and Acrylic Mounting frame SF Mineral cast

EasyLift shower tray base: 
Simply pull the line and the 
 middle support is easily set up.

Simply push heavy trays: The frame was specially developed for the 
installation requirements of heavy shower trays made of mineral cast. 
Thanks to the slip band MEPA EasyMove, the tray can be easily 
slid over the profi le of the frame. This allows easy handling, even in 
niches that are otherwise diffi cult to access.

Easy handling, safe mounting:
All our mounting frames are designed for quick, mainly tool-
free as well as permanently stable installation. You can rely on 
this – no matter which frame you use for the mounting.

Further details can be found on the respective product page.

Automatic compensation of 
unevenness of acrylic shower 
trays by means of spring-mounted 
and adhesive-fi xed pins (only with 
mounting frame SF Acrylic).

Quickly mounted:
The click-and-turn 

system enables quick 
and fl exible mounting.

Full fl exibility: Not only in the selection 
of bathtub material – also in special 
installation situations thanks to the corner 
crossbeam for variable mounting of the 
shower tray base in the corner area.

1) for article 150 182 and 150 184 with extension kit MR SF ultra shallow
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Mounting frame SF
The shower tray base of today

From 55 mm1) – for optimum and quick installation of steel, mineral cast and acrylic shower 
trays. All mounting steps are comfortably carried out from the top, offering a professional 
and steadily stable installation due to the well thought out concept.

With the 30-year guarantee for the most important products in the area of bath and shower 
tray installation technology, MEPA underlines the continuously high quality claim also for the 
mounting frames SF.

Shower tray bases
Mounting frame SF – the shower tray base of today



2) for further information see product page
3) release for acrylic tubs up to 160 cm
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Mounting frame SF rectangular 120/120 Universal

For steel and mineral cast shower trays from 70 x 
70 cm to 120 x 120 cm, acrylic shower trays with 
smooth tray rim base2) up to 100 x 100 cm.

 product details see page 10

Mounting frame SF rectangular XL 100/180 Universal

For steel, mineral cast and acrylic shower trays 
with smooth tray rim base2) from 70 x 70 cm up to 
100 x 180 cm3).

 product details see page 12

Mounting frame SF Mineral cast

For  mineral cast shower trays from 70 x 70 cm 
up to 120 x 120 cm.

 product details see page 14

Mounting frame SF rectangular 100/100 Acrylic

For acrylic shower trays from 70 x 70 cm to 
100 x 100 cm or 120 x 120 cm (with accessories).

 product details see page 11

Mounting frame SF rectangular 120/180

For steel and acrylic shower trays with smooth tray rim 
base2) from 95 cm installation height from 70 x 70 cm 
up to 120 x 180 cm or 150 x 180 cm or 120 x 210 cm 
(with accessories).

 product details see page 13

 Mounting frame SF Mineral cast XL

For mineral cast shower trays from 70 x 70 cm 
up to 120 x 180 cm or 150 x 180 cm or 120 x 210 cm 
(with accessories).

 product details see page 15

Mounting frame SF rectangular 120/120 Universal Mounting frame SF rectangular 100/100 Acrylic

Shower tray bases
Mounting frame SF – the shower tray base of today
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 Mounting frame SF Universal

The shower tray base of today
Optimal and quick installation of fl at steel, mineral cast and acrylic shower trays.

Perfectly positioned for installations from 55 mm installation height (with accessories) – the 

universal mounting frame SF. All mounting steps are comfortably carried out from the top, offering 

a professional and steadily stable installation due to the well thought out concept. Thanks to the 

tool-free adjustment, the mounting frame can be fl exibly cut to length and adjusted and can be 

quickly adapted to any shower tray size.

With practical extensions, additional options are available, 

such as the fl exible attachment of the shower tray base in 

the corner with the corner traverse MR SF. This is part of the 

mounting frame SF and is also available individually as an 

accessory. Also available as accessories are the ultra-fl at and 

extra high extension kits, which allow installation heights from 

as little as 55 mm and up to 230 mm. 

More information about the extension kits can be found from page 18.

 Mounting frame SF rectangular Universal

Accessories

· the use of a PU adhesive is required for installation, e.g. 
MEPA extra-strong adhesive (Art.-No. 150 192)

· with accessories (Art. No. 150 198)
height adjustment can be reduced to 55 mm

· with accessories (Art. No. 150 171)
height adjustment can be extended to 230 mm

· with accessories (Art. No. 150 197), extendable for installation 
situations with a drain pipe running along the wall

 Art. No. 150 182

Intended use

· mounting frame for the installation of fl at  rectangular 
shower trays made of steel, acrylic, mineral cast1)

Properties

· for shower trays from 700 x 700 mm to 1,200 x 1,200 mm2)

· height-adjustable from 65 mm to 190 mm
· with accessories height-adjustable from 55 mm to 230 mm
· ADS (Anti-Twist & Soundproofi ng System)

Scope of delivery

· 1 mounting frame
· 8 height-adjustable screw feet
· 1 EasyLift for support
· 1 corner crossbeam
· 4 bottom fl aps
· 8 adapter sleeves (25 mm elevation)
· 8 adapter sleeves (50 mm elevation)
· fastening material

1)  Mineral cast: When mounting mineral cast tubs it must be ensured 
that one load-bearing support point each is available every 60 cm for 
the mounting frame. Shower trays with non-load-bearing ribbing are 
not suitable. The shower tray must be approved by the manufacturer for 
installation with  tubbases. 

2)  Acrylic: For acrylic tubs/trays with an edge length of over 100 cm, the 
mounting frame SF 120/180 (Art. No. 150 177) must be used.

The mounting frame Universal (Art. No. 150 182) is designed for shower trays whose evenness of the edge surface and/or whose straightness of the lower edge 
of the edge does not exceed a deviation of 3 mm. For test methods and procedures to determine the geometric deviations see DIN EN 249:2010, Annex A. 
Usually, this dimension is complied with by steel/mineral cast manufacturers and some acrylic tub manufacturers, but this has to be checked independently.

 Video
qr.mepa.de/22

For matching shower trays, see model lists at www.mepa.de/a/modellliste.

https://qr.mepa.de/22
https://qr.mepa.de/22
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 Mounting frame SF Acrylic

Especially for acrylic shower trays
Automatically compensates for unevenness on the tub rim bottom side.

Specially developed for shower trays with uneven tray rim base, the SF mounting 

frame for acrylic trays is ideally equipped for acrylic trays from 65 mm installation 

height. The mounting frame SF Acrylic perfectly balances unevenness of the tub rim 

bottom side. The spring-mounted pins of the middle rim supports are pressed to the 

tub rim and automatically adjust to unevenness. 

Fixed by injected 2-component epoxy-resin adhesive, the support is 

permanently stable and highly resistant. That optimises installation and 

leaves no room for bad surprises due to an unstable shower tray. The 

mounting frame SF Acrylic is also easily adjustable in length and has a 

tool-free height adjustment.

The corner traverse MR SF allows the height-adjustable tub base to be 

fi tted fl exibly in the corner, e.g. in installation situations where the drain 

runs vertically in the corner. It is part of the mounting frame SF and is also 

available individually as an accessory.

 Mounting frame SF rectangular Acrylic

Scope of delivery

· 1 mounting frame
· 8 height-adjustable screw feet
· 1 EasyLift for support
· 1 corner crossbeam
· 4 bottom fl aps
· 8 adapter sleeves (25 mm elevation)
· 8 adapter sleeves (50 mm elevation)
· 2K epoxy resin adhesive
· 2-function auxiliary tool 
· fastening material

Accessories

· the use of a PU adhesive is required for installation, e.g. 
MEPA extra-strong adhesive (Art.-No. 150 192)

· with accessories (Art. No. 150 194) extendable up to 1,200 x 
1,200 mm

· with accessories (Art. No. 150 171) height adjustment can be 
extended to 230 mm

 Art. No. 150 183

Intended use

· mounting frame for the installation of fl at  rectangular 
shower trays made of acrylic

Properties

· for acrylic shower trays from 700 x 700 mm to 1,000 x 1,000 mm
· with accessories up to 1,200 x 1,200 mm
· height-adjustable from 65 mm to 190 mm
· height adjustable up to 230 mm with accessories
· ADS (Anti-Twist & Soundproofi ng System)

For matching shower trays, see model lists at www.mepa.de/a/modellliste.

 Video
qr.mepa.de/24

Included in the scope of 
delivery of each MR SF Acrylic: 

2-component epoxy-resin adhesive 
and 2-function auxiliary tool

https://qr.mepa.de/24
https://qr.mepa.de/24
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 Mounting frame SF XL Universal

For large shower trays
The mounting frame SF rectangular XL Universal for the installation of 

 spacious steel shower trays from an installation height of just 55 mm.

The mounting frame SF rectangular XL 100/180 Universal is available for 

extra-large shower trays from 55 mm installation height – easy to cut to length 

and adjustable up to 100 x 180 cm (for acrylic trays up to 100 x 160 cm). All 

mounting steps are comfortably carried out from the top, offering a professional 

and steadily stable installation due to the well thought out concept. The stability 

for spacious steel tubs is not only ensured by the 12 stable, height-adjustable 

screw feet, 3 EasyLift tub feet are included for the centre support. 

Part of the mounting frame SF XL Universal 

is also the corner traverse MR SF – for even 

more fl exibility during installation, e.g. if the 

drain connection is in the corner.

 Mounting frame SF rectangular XL Universal

Accessories

· the use of a PU adhesive is required for installation, e.g. 
MEPA extra-strong adhesive (Art.-No. 150 192)

· with accessories (Art. No. 150 198) 
height adjustment can be reduced to 55 mm

· with accessories (Art. No. 150 171) 
height adjustment can be extended to 230 mm

· with accessories (Art. No. 150 197), extendable for installation 
situations with a drain pipe running along the wall

Art. No.  150 184

Intended use

· mounting frame for the installation of fl at rectangular 
shower trays made of steel, acrylic, mineral cast1)

Properties

·  for shower trays from 700 x 700 mm to 1,000 x 1,800 mm2)

· height-adjustable from 65 mm to 190 mm
· with accessories height-adjustable from 55 mm to 230 mm
· ADS (Anti-Twist & Soundproofi ng System)

Scope of delivery

· 1 mounting frame
· 12 height-adjustable screw feet
· 3 EasyLift for support
· 1 corner crossbeam
· 4 bottom fl aps
· 12 adapter sleeves (25 mm elevation)
· 12 adapter sleeves (50 mm elevation)
· fastening material

The mounting frame Universal (Art. No. 150 184) is designed for shower trays whose evenness of the edge surface and/or whose straightness of the lower edge 
of the edge does not exceed a deviation of 3 mm. For test methods and procedures to determine the geometric deviations see DIN EN 249:2010, Annex A. 
Usually, this dimension is complied with by steel/mineral cast manufacturers and some acrylic tub manufacturers, but this has to be checked independently.

1)  Mineral cast: When mounting mineral cast tubs it must be ensured that one 
load-bearing support point each is available every 60 cm for the mounting 
frame. Shower trays with non-load-bearing ribbing are not suitable. The 
shower tray must be approved by the manufacturer for installation with tray 
feet. 

2)  Acrylic: Release for acrylic trays up to 1,600 mm.

 Video
qr.mepa.de/70

For matching shower trays, see model lists at www.mepa.de/a/modellliste.

https://qr.mepa.de/70
https://qr.mepa.de/70
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 Mounting frame SF 120/180

The New one for large shower trays
The successor to our proven mounting frame SF rectangular 150/180 for mounting 

fl at steel and acrylic trays. 

The adjustable mounting parts such as feet, corner and wall brackets are equipped with a 

click or turn system. The mounting frame can be fl exibly adjusted and cut to length from 

70 x 70 cm to 120 x 180 cm, with accessories up to 150 x 180 or 120 x 210 cm. The 

profi les can be quickly connected with the tool-free lockable connectors. For continuous 

height adjustment, simply loosen the two wing screws marked in yellow on the corner 

brackets. The profi les can also be shortened without dismounting. There are no feet in the 

corner area, so there is no problem with drain pipes.

Scope of delivery

· 1 mounting frame
· 16 height-adjustable screw feet
· 2 connectors
· 3 EasyLift for support
· 2 wall bracket
· 4 corner brackets
· 6 bottom fl aps
· 16 adapter sleeves (25 mm elevation)
· 16 adapter sleeves (15 mm elevation)
· 16 support bracket
· fastening material

Accessories

· the use of a PU adhesive is required for installation, e.g. 
MEPA extra-strong adhesive (Art.-No. 150 192) 

· with accessories (Art. No. 150 173) extendable up to 
1,500 x 1,800 mm or 1,200 x 2,100 mm

Art. No. 150 177

Intended use

· mounting frame for the installation of fl at rectangular 
shower trays made of steel, acrylic

Properties

· for shower trays from 700 x 700 mm to 1,200 x 1,800 mm
· with accessories up to 1,500 x 1,800 mm or 

1,200 x 2,100 mm
· height adjustable from 95 to 190 mm
· ADS (Anti-Twist & Soundproofi ng System)

  Mounting frame SF rectangular 120/180

 Can be shortened on site for shower trays with a bathtub layout, e.g. 1,700 x 700 mm or 1,800 x 800 mm, can be shortened to 700 x 700 mm. 
The mounting frame SF 120/180 (Art. No. 150 177) is designed for shower trays whose evenness of the edge surface and/or whose straightness of the lower 
edge of the edge does not exceed a deviation of 3 mm. Test method and procedure for determining the geometric deviations see DIN EN 249:2010, Annex A. 
Usually this dimension is complied with, but it must be checked independently.

 Video
qr.mepa.de/64

For matching shower trays, see model lists at www.mepa.de/a/modellliste.

https://qr.mepa.de/64
https://qr.mepa.de/64
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 Mounting frame SF Mineral cast

For mineral cast shower trays
The mounting frame for mineral cast shower trays and a quick, 

mainly tool-free installation. 

 The mounting frame SF Mineral cast was specially developed for 

shower trays made of mineral cast and is suitable for trays from 

70 x 70 to 120 x 120 cm and installation heights from 55 to 190 mm. 

Thanks to its sophisticated technology, mineral cast bathtubs can 

be installed quickly and mainly without tools. So, for example, the 

adjustable mounting parts such as feet, corner and wall brackets 

are equipped with a click or turn system. 

At the corner angles, loosening the yellow wing screws is suffi cient 

to adjust the mounting frame in an infi nitely variable way. The profi les 

can also be shortened without dismounting. There are no feet in the 

corner area, so there is no problem with drain pipes. For shower 

trays with a smooth surface, obstacles can be avoided along the 

sides without accessories.

Scope of delivery

· 1 mounting frame (4 C-profi les  1,180 mm and 4 corner brackets)
· 13 height-adjustable screw feet
· 1 roll of slip band MEPA EasyMove
· 1 EasyLift for support
· 2 wall bracket
· 4 bottom fl aps
· 13 adapter sleeves (25 mm elevation)
· 13 adapter sleeves (50 mm elevation)
· fastening material

Art. No. 150 178

Intended use

· mounting frame for the installation of fl at rectangular 
shower trays made of mineral cast

Properties

· for mineral cast shower trays from 700 x 700 mm to 
1,200 x 1,200 mm

· height adjustable from 55 to 190 mm
· ADS (Anti-Twist & Soundproofi ng System)

  Mounting frame SF Mineral cast

 Video
qr.mepa.de/69

For matching shower trays, see model lists at www.mepa.de/a/modellliste.

https://qr.mepa.de/69
https://qr.mepa.de/69
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 Mounting frame SF Mineral cast XL

For large mineral cast shower trays
Specially developed for the installation requirements of large and heavy 

shower trays made of mineral cast.

 For large mineral cast shower trays up to 120 x 180 cm, the mounting frame SF Mineral cast XL 

is available. Our specially developed MEPA EasyMove slip band is particularly clever – it allows 

the tray to be slid over the frame with ease. The wall bracket can be inserted into the profi le using 

the practical click function and serves as a counter-pressure point when sliding the shower tray.

With the connectors included in the scope of delivery, the profi les can 

be connected quickly and without tools. Of course, all other adjustable 

mounting parts of the mounting frame SF Mineral Cast XL are also 

equipped with a click or turn system. 

 Mounting frame SF Mineral cast XL

Scope of delivery

· 1 mounting frame (4 C-profi les 1,180 mm, 2 C-profi les 590 mm 
and 4 corner brackets)

· 15 height-adjustable screw feet
· 1 roll of slip band MEPA EasyMove
· 2 connectors
· 3 EasyLift for support
· 2 wall bracket
· 6 bottom fl aps
· 15 adapter sleeves (25 mm elevation)
· 15 adapter sleeves (50 mm elevation)
· fastening material

Accessories

· with accessories (Art. No. 150 173) extendable up to 
1,500 x 1,800 mm or 1,200 x 2,100 mm

Art. No. 150 179

Intended use

· mounting frame for the installation of fl at rectangular 
shower trays made of mineral cast

Properties

· for mineral cast shower trays from 700 x 700 mm up to 
1,200 x 1,800 mm

· with accessories up to 1,500 x 1,800 mm or 1,200 x 
2,100 mm

· height adjustable from 55 to 190 mm
· ADS (Anti-Twist & Soundproofi ng System)

 Video
qr.mepa.de/69

For matching shower trays, see model lists at www.mepa.de/a/modellliste.

https://qr.mepa.de/69
https://qr.mepa.de/69
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 Mounting frame SF 5-corner/ ¼-circle

Much space in a small room
Optimised for the installation of 5-corner and ¼-circle shower trays, it 

leaves no room for unpleasant surprises due to an unstable shower tray.

A 5-corner or ¼-circle shower tray offers an elegant and at the same time 

a space-saving solution, especially in small bathrooms. It fi ts ideally into the 

 corner area and creates additional space in the surrounding bathroom. 

Due to the bevelled shape of the mounting frame, 5-corner and 

¼-circle shower trays lie on the frame all the way round and 

are thus optimally supported. The EasyLift shower tray base 

provides secure support in the middle. 

The mounting frame is suitable for shower trays in sizes from 

70 x 70 up to 120 x 120 cm and from an installation height of 

120 mm. As with all MEPA mounting frames, all installation steps 

are conveniently carried out from the top. 

Accessories

· the use of a PU adhesive is required for installation, e.g. 
MEPA extra-strong adhesive (Art.-No. 150 192) 

· with accessories (Art. No. 150 197), extendable for installation 
situations with a drain pipe running along the wall

Art. No. 150 185

Intended use

· mounting frame for the installation of fl at 5-corner and ¼-circle 
shower trays made of steel, acrylic, mineral cast

Properties

· for shower trays from 700 x 700 mm to 1,200 x 1,200 mm
· height adjustable from 120 to 190 mm
· ADS (Anti-Twist & Soundproofi ng System)

Scope of delivery

· 1 mounting frame
· 8 height-adjustable screw feet
· 1 EasyLift for support
· 1 corner crossbeam
· 3 bottom fl aps
· fastening material

  Mounting frame SF 5-corner/ ¼-circle

The mounting frame 5-corner / ¼-circle (Art. No. 150 185) is designed for shower trays whose evenness of the edge surface and/or whose straightness of the lower edge 
of the edge does not exceed a deviation of 3 mm. For test methods and procedures to determine the geometric deviations see DIN EN 249:2010, Annex A. Usually, this 
dimension is complied with by steel/mineral cast manufacturers and some acrylic tub manufacturers, but this has to be checked independently.

1)  Mineral cast: When mounting mineral cast tubs it must be ensured 
that one load-bearing support point each is available every 60 cm for 
the mounting frame. Shower trays with non-load-bearing ribbing are not 
suitable. The shower tray must be approved by the manufacturer for 
installation with tray feet.

For matching shower trays, see model lists at www.mepa.de/a/modellliste.
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BW-5 Maxi/BW-5 SF

The shower tray foot 
that can do everything
The shower tray feet BW-5 Maxi and BW-5 SF can be used 

universally for shower trays from 70 x 70 cm up to 100 x 100 cm. 

The BW-5 Maxi and BW-5 SF are adaptable in every direction. 

Extendable, adjustable and self-adhesive support points which are 

movable on the rail precisely adapt to the many tub models.

The soundproof feet make it possible to use them directly on a raw 

concrete fl oor or on screed. Thanks to the large adjustment range 

for width, height and depth, the shower trays are the right choice in 

almost every mounting situation.

The BW-5 SF is ideally designed for super-fl at shower trays. A 

minimum height adjustment of 85 mm enables level installation 

when mounting on the raw concrete ceiling.

 Shower tray base BW-5 Maxi  Shower tray base BW-5 SF

Intended use

· shower tray base for the installation of rectangular, 5-corner 
and ¼-circle shower trays made of steel, acrylic, mineral cast

Properties

· for shower trays from 700 x 700 mm to 1,000 x 1,000 mm
· height adjustable from 100 to 185 mm
· ADS (Anti-Twist & Soundproofi ng System)
· sliding bar for fastening acrylic trays

Scope of delivery

· 1 shower tray base
· 5 height-adjustable screw feet
· fastening material (screws for acrylic bathtubs)

Accessories

· tub anchor for steel shower trays
· wall rails for steel, acrylic, mineral cast tubs

 Art. No. 150 130

Intended use

· shower tray base for the installation of super-fl at, rectangular, 
5-corner and ¼-circle shower trays made of steel, acrylic, 
mineral cast

Properties

· for shower trays from 700 x 700 mm to 1,000 x 1,000 mm
· height adjustable from 85 to 105 mm
· ADS (Anti-Twist & Soundproofi ng System)
· sliding bar for fastening acrylic trays

Scope of delivery

· 1 shower tray base
· 5 height-adjustable screw feet
· fastening material (screws for acrylic bathtubs)

Accessories

· tub anchor for steel shower trays
· wall rails for steel, acrylic, mineral cast tubs

Art. No. 150 140

universally for shower trays from 70 x 70 cm up to 100 x 100 cm. 

Extendable, adjustable and self-adhesive support points which are 

The soundproof feet make it possible to use them directly on a raw 

concrete fl oor or on screed. Thanks to the large adjustment range 

for width, height and depth, the shower trays are the right choice in 

Shower tray base 
BW-5 Maxi

Shower tray base 
BW-5 SF

For matching shower trays, see model lists at www.mepa.de/a/modellliste.
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Steel, mineral cast Steel, acrylic, mineral cast
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 Accessories for mounting frames

EasyLift height adjustment
The EasyLift function has been especially developed by MEPA for the installation-easy, stable centre support of 
shower trays (in case of installation using a mounting frame SF). After installing the shower tray, the EasyLift tub 
foot can be extended easily by pulling the cord.

 Extension kit corner traverse MR SF
With the extension set corner traverse, the height-adjustable tub feet can be fl exibly attached to the mounting 
frames SF in the corner area, e.g. in situations with a drain located in the corner.

 Extension set MR SF Acrylic 120/120
 With the extension kit the size of the mounting frame SF rectangular 100/100 acrylic can be extended to 
120 x 120 cm. The additional middle rim supports are also equipped with pins which automatically adapt 
to imbalances at the bottom tub edge.

Intended use

· EasyLift tray base for additional support of shower 
trays made of steel, acrylic, mineral cast

Properties

· height adjustable from 55 to 190 mm
· ADS (Anti-Twist & Soundproofi ng System)

Intended use

· for extending the installation situation with a mounting 
frame SF with a drain pipe running along the wall

Properties

· for bridging the tub bases of a mounting frame in case 
of an obstacle

· height adjustable from 55 to 190 mm

Intended use

· to extend the mounting frame SF Acrylic 
(Art.-No. 150 183) from 1,000 x 1,000 mm 
to 1,200 x 1,200 mm

Properties

· height adjustable from 65 to 190 mm
· ADS (Anti-Twist & Soundproofi ng System)

Scope of delivery

· 1 EasyLift
· 2 adapter sleeves (25 mm elevation)
· 2 adapter sleeves (50 mm elevation)
· fastening material

(screws for acrylic bathtubs)

Art. No. 150 193

Scope of delivery

· 1 corner crossbeam
· 2 EasyLift for support
· fastening material

Art. No. 150 197

Scope of delivery

· 4 self-levelling edge supports
· fastening material

Art. No. 150 194

 Video
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55 mm

with Extension kit 
ultra shallow

Mounting frame SF Universal

max. installation height 

with Extension kit 
extra high

65 mm

230 mm

190 mm

min. installation height

55 mm

with Extension kit 
ultra shallow

Mounting frame SF Universal

max. installation height 

with Extension kit 
extra high

65 mm

230 mm

190 mm

min. installation height
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 Profi le extension MR SF
With the profi le extension MR SF, the size of the mounting frame SF rectangular 120/180 or 
Mineral cast XL can be extended from 120 x 180 cm to max. 150 x 180 cm or 120 x 210 cm. 

 MEPA extra-strong adhesive
The MEPA extra-strong adhesive, based on 1C hybrid polymer STP, fi xes the support of shower trays to 
become permanently stable and highly resilient. Compatible with the mounting frame SF. In addition, it can 
be used to bond the anti-vibration pads to a tub body.

 Extension kit MR SF ultra shallow
Flat, fl atter, ultra-fl at – with the ultra-fl at extension set MR SF, the minimum installation height of the mounting 
frames SF Universal and XL Universal can be reduced to 55 mm. For installation, the mounting frame feet are 
exchanged for the foot elements included in the ultra-fl at extension set.

 Extension kit MR SF extra high
With the ultra-fl at extension set MR SF, the maximum installation height of the mounting frames SF 
Universal, Acrylic and XL Universal can be easily reduced to 230 mm using the additional adapter sleeves. 
Additional stability is provided by the wall mounts that are also included in the kit.

Intended use

· for extension of the mounting frame SF Rectangle 
120/180 (Art. No. 150 177) or Mineral Cast XL 
(Art. No. 150 179) from 1,200 x 1,800 mm to 
1,500 x 1,800 mm or 1,200 x 2,100 mm

Properties

· height adjustable from 95 to 190 mm
· ADS (Anti-Twist & Soundproofi ng System)

Intended use

· for bonding the SF mounting frame and ADM mats 
to a tub body

Properties

· 310 ml/470 g
· based on  1C hybrid polymer STP
· temperature resistance from -40° C up to + 90° C

Intended use

· to reduce the installation height of a mounting frame SF

Intended use

· to extend the installation height of a mounting frame SF

Scope of delivery

· 2 steel profi les C22 with drill hole, 280 mm long each
· 2 height-adjustable screw feet
· 2 support brackets each
· 2 bottom fl aps
· 2 adapter sleeves each in 15, 25 mm
· fastening material

Art. No.  150 173

· initial strength: approx. 15 min., fully loadable after 
approx. 24 h with a 3 mm bead

Scope of delivery

· 1 euro cartridge

Art. No. 150 192

Properties

· Reduction of the installation height to 55 mm

Scope of delivery

· 3 corner crossbeams
· 8 additional foot elements
· fastening material

Art. No. 150 198

Properties

· extension of the installation height to 230 mm

Scope of delivery

· 2 wall bracket
· 15 adapter sleeves (50 mm elevation)
· fastening material

Art. No. 150 171

 Video
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Innovative sanitary 
technology 
for those who do 
things differently
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 WS grip KALDEWEI/BETTE

Quickly mounted
The bathtub base WS grip for steel bathtubs from Kaldewei 

and Bette can be fi tted in a fl ash and is steadily stable.

Effi ciently and quickly mounted using only a few work steps. 

The metal-enforced brackets ensure a durable and stable 

connection. The comfortable adjustment of the screw feet with 

a large adjustment area from 130 mm to 260 mm guarantees 

fl exibility during installation. The high-quality, soundproof screw feet 

are additionally equipped with the ADS system (anti-turn and sound 

insulation system).

Insert – align – tighten.

The cams of the locking stripes on the specially developed tub 

feet can be locked in the manufacturer-specifi c bracket which was 

already attached to the tub by the factory ensuring a permanent 

and stable connection. 

 Bathtub base WS grip KALDEWEI  Bathtub base WS grip BETTE

Intended use

· bathtub base for installation of Kaldewei bathtubs 
made of steel

Properties

· height adjustable from 130 to 260 mm
· ADS (Anti-Twist & Soundproofi ng System)

Scope of delivery

· 1 bathtub base
· 2 crossbeams
· 4 height-adjustable screw feet

Accessories

· bathtub anchors or wall rails

 Art. No. 110 020

Intended use

· bathtub base for installation of Bette bathtubs 
made of steel

Properties

· height adjustable from 130 to 260 mm
· ADS (Anti-Twist & Soundproofi ng System)

Scope of delivery

· 1 bathtub base
· 2 crossbeams
· 4 height-adjustable screw feet

Accessories

· bathtub anchors or wall rails

 Art. No. 110 025

Versatile height adjustment – 
threaded sleeve and threaded bolt 
are individually adjustable.

WS grip KALDEWEI

WS grip BETTE

Bathtub bases

For matching bathtubs, see model lists at www.mepa.de/a/modellliste.
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 WSuni/WS-Plus

Adjusted to fi t – for stable 
and easy installation
The MEPA bathtub foot WSuni adapts three-dimensionally to all bathtub 

sizes and shapes as well as fastening techniques. 

Independent of size, shape and brand of the tub – the MEPA tub base 

WSuni fi ts easily. For all steel bathtubs up to 1,800 x 800 mm and a material 

thickness from 2.3 mm, it offers stable support. The height-adjustable feet with 

the swivelling tub support are individually movable laterally. The large-size 

tub supports are swivelling adapting themselves to the curvature and are 

equipped to be self-adhesive.

With the WS-Plus one set of tub anchors for professional tub rim support is 

already included in the scope of delivery.

Intended use

· bathtub base for the installation of bathtubs made of steel

Properties

· for bathtubs up to 1,800 x 800 mm
· height adjustable from 180 to 265 mm
· ADS (Anti-Twist & Soundproofi ng System)

Scope of delivery

· 1 bathtub base
· 2 crossbeams
· 4 height-adjustable screw feet
· 1 connecting rail

Accessories

· bathtub anchors or wall rails

 Art. No. 110 015

Intended use

· bathtub base with tray anchor for the installation of bathtubs 
made of steel

Properties

· for bathtubs up to 1,800 x 800 mm
· height adjustable from 180 to 265 mm
· ADS (Anti-Twist & Soundproofi ng System)
· sound-insulated bathtub edge support

Scope of delivery

· 1 bathtub base (2 crossbeams, 4 height-adjustable screw feet, 
1 connecting rail)

· 3 tub anchors, (thereof 2 with clamping frames, fastening material)

 Art. No. 110 010

 Bathtub base WSuni  Bathtub base WS-Plus

equipped to be self-adhesive.

 one set of tub anchors for professional tub rim support is 

already included in the scope of delivery.

Intended use

 Bathtub base WSuni  Bathtub base WS-Plus

Bathtub base
WS-Plus

For matching bathtubs, see model lists at www.mepa.de/a/modellliste.
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 Bathtub base WS-Plus

 WA/WA-Plus

Comfortable at foot when installing 
acrylic bathtubs
Fits acrylic bathtubs with laminated bottom board up to 180 x 80 cm and 

compact bathtubs. 

The angle beams can be cut off at a suitable length for the tub shape. The screw 

feet are laterally adjustable up to 130 mm, thus there are no problems with 

pipelines located behind them. The bathtub bases are height-adjustable from at 

least 110 mm up to 190 mm. 

The WA Plus in the optimal combination of bathtub base WA with a set of wall 

rails for bathtubs for the professional tub rim support can be used for acrylic 

bathtubs up to 190 x 90 cm.

 Bathtub base WA  Bathtub base WA-Plus

Intended use

· bathtub base for the installation of bathtubs made of acrylic

Properties

· for bathtubs up to 1,800 x 800 mm
· height adjustable from 110 to 190 mm
· laterally adjustable up to 130 mm
· ADS (Anti-Twist & Soundproofi ng System)

Scope of delivery

· 1 bathtub base
· 2 crossbeams
· 4 height-adjustable screw feet
· fastening material (screws for acrylic bathtubs)

Accessories

· wall rails

Art. No. 100 030

Intended use

· bathtub base with wall rails for the installation of bathtubs made 
of acrylic

Properties

· for bathtubs up to 1,900 x 900 mm
· height adjustable from 110 to 190 mm
· laterally adjustable up to 130 mm
· ADS (Anti-Twist & Soundproofi ng System)
· sound-insulated bathtub edge support

Scope of delivery

· 1 bathtub base (2 crossbeams, 4 height-adjustable screw feet, 
fastening material, screws for acrylic bathtubs)

· 3 wall rails for 700 mm each (2 clamping frame, 4 adjustable strip 
fi xations, 1 T connection piece, fastening material)

 Art. No. 100 039

 in the optimal combination of bathtub base WA with a set of wall 

rails for bathtubs for the professional tub rim support can be used for acrylic 

Bathtub base
WA-Plus

For matching bathtubs, see model lists at www.mepa.de/a/modellliste.
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A strong programme for bathtub rim support of steel and acrylic tubs 

In connection the relevant tub bases, the tub anchors serve for exact positioning and 
sound-absorbing anchoring to the surrounding walls of the bathtub. During the process, 
they support the bathtub rim and fi x it soundproof to the wall. The special installation grid 
offers quick height adjustment and results in a positive-locking connection. The clamping 
frame is locked by means of a knurled screw without any tools. 

The wall rails offer the possibility of wide-ranging rim support and counteract the high 
stresses to the tub rims. Gaping, torn silicone seams at the tub rim are thus a thing of the 
past. Several plug fi xations ensure a very good force distribution which is optimal when 
mounting lightweight walls. The adjustable clamping frame ensures contact pressure towards 
the wall. By means of a knurled nut, the locking is effected quickly and without tools. 

MEPA bathtub anchors and bathtub rails are available individually and are part of various 
MEPA tub sets 3s+.

Tub rim support
Perfect rim support
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Tray anchors

They hold the rim – they are the functional and well 
thought-out helpers for a stable tub rim fi xation. 
Optimal for steel tubs.

 product details see page 26

Wall rails for bathtubs

They perform well – set for bathtubs made of steel, 
mineral cast or acrylic with three wall rails and one 
T connection piece for a particularly comfortable 
installation.

 product details see page 27

Wall rails for shower trays

The proven wall rails which now perform even better – 
set for shower trays made of steel, mineral cast or acrylic 
with two wall rails.

 product details see page 27

  

Weight
175 kg

(without dead weight
of the bathtub) 175 kg

Bathing person   75 kg

Bathing water 100 litres
   = 100 kg

Resulting
traction force
away from 
the wall

Cut off after grouting the tiles 
and create a connection joint

Masonry

Plaster

Tile adhesive

Tile
Bathtub 
sealing tape

Backfilling 
material

Sealant 
(silicone)

Downward 
compressive 
force

Loads and tensile forces

Bathtubs and shower trays made of steel, acrylic and other 

materials are subject to high structural requirements.

The tensile and compressive forces acting on the tub body 

must therefore be carefully absorbed.

The combination of shower tray base and tub rim support 

ensures that the occurring forces are absorbed and that the 

overall construction is permanently stable and can be used 

safely for years. The requirements for statics, sound protection 

and sealing must always be observed to the same extent.



quick locking, without tools 
by means of knurled screw

  large support surface, 
optimal sound protection

fl at construction

installation grid with 
a height adjustment 

up to 20 mm
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 Tray anchors

They hold the rim
The classic, newly defi ned – the new tub anchors which are extremely fl at designed 

ensure a sound-protecting anchoring and support of the tub rim. The newly designed 

installation grid offers quick height adjustment and results in a positive-locking connection. 

Even if the dowel slackens slightly after some time, the form fi t is maintained. The clamping 

frame is locked by means of a knurled screw without any tools – this saves time.

They are the functional and well thought-out helpers for a stable and sound-insulating tub 

rim fi xing and offer practical functions for a professional and quick installation. 

Tray anchors

Intended use

· tub/tray anchor for fi xing and supporting the tub/tray rim to 
the wall for steel bathtubs and shower trays

Properties

· tool-free locking mechanism
· soundproof support surfaces
· installation grid for height adjustment to 20 mm

Scope of delivery

· 3 tub/tray anchors, thereof 2 with clamping frames
· fastening material

Art. No. 190 021

 Video
qr.mepa.de/25

Shower tray

 Video
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Bathtub
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quick locking, without 
tools by means of 
knurled nut

for dowel fi xation for 
optimum force distribution 

on lightweight walls
safe and fl exible height adjustment 
by means of installation grid

can be freely positioned 
 horizontally in the C-profi le

T-piece with installation grid 
and a height adjustment up 
to 20 mm

positive-locking  connection 
– even if the dowel slackens 
slightly after some time, the 
form fi t is maintained

quick mounting through one-
time alignment, simple extension 
through T-piece with automatic 
adjustment of the wall rail
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 Wall rails

They perform well
The proven wall rails which now perform even better. The new, innovative wall 

rails for a safe rim support are decisive. The new MEPA wall rails are available in two 

versions. They are available for both bathtubs and shower trays, each complete with 

fastening material: Optimal for shower trays with two wall rails or for bathtubs with 

three wall rails and one T connection piece for a particularly comfortable installation. 

Due to their rim support, the wall rails counteract the high loads on the tub rims. 

Several plug fi xations ensure a very good force distribution which is optimal when mounting 

lightweight walls. With only one unique orientation, they can be easily extended by means of 

a T-piece. An automatic adjustment of two wall rails is achieved by the tailor-made connection 

technology and the folding of the C-profi le.

Intended use

· wall rails for fi xing and supporting the tub rim to the wall for 
steel, acrylic, mineral cast bathtubs

Properties

· length of rail of 700 mm each
· tool-free locking mechanism
· soundproof support surfaces
· installation grid for height adjustment to 20 mm

Scope of delivery

· 3 wall rails
· 2 clamping frames
· 4 adjustable strip fi xations
· 1 T-piece
· fastening material

Art. No. 190 031

Intended use

· wall rails for fi xing and supporting the tray rim to the wall for 
steel, acrylic, mineral cast shower tray

Properties

· length of rail of 700 mm each
· tool-free locking mechanism
· soundproof support surfaces
· installation grid for height adjustment to 20 mm

Scope of delivery

· 2 wall rails
· 2 clamping frames
· 4 adjustable strip fi xations
· fastening material

Art. No. 190 032

 Wall rails for bathtubs  Wall rails for shower trays

 Video
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floor level
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floor level
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floor level

finished 
floor level
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floor level

finished 
floor level

finished 
floor level
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Others can only do what their sealing tape can do. With Aquaproof, all common 
installation situations can be realised permanently tight. For shower trays and  bathtubs 
made of steel, acrylic, mineral cast or ceramic. With brickwork, partly embedded, 
 fl oor-fl ush. The complete system for shower tray sealing – better in detail. 

Tub rim sealing
Everything safely tight with Aquaproof

1   Brickwork: 
Aquaproof bathtub sealing tape

2   Partly embedded: 
Aquaproof bathtub sealing tape

3   Floor-fl ush: 
Aquaproof bathtub sealing tape
+ Aquaproof corners, fl oor-fl ush

3   Floor-fl ush

Aquaproof separation tape 
 The sealing tape only sticks where it 
should – and the height marking is 
done with a fl ick of the wrist.

Aquaproof corner

Aquaproof corner

 Video
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Shower tray

 Video
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Bathtub
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5
6

4
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  Request your free sample now!
Curious about Aquaproof? Then order your free 
 sample now at www.aquaproof.de

2   Partly embedded

Sealing plus sound protection 
and tile separation tape
Aquaproof Plus

4   The practical tape for 
sound-insulating installation: 
Aquaproof sound insulation tapes

5 Protects the shower tray and 
forms the gap to the grouting: 
Aquaproof tile separation tape

6   Perfect long-term 
protection against damage 
from cuts or stitches: 
Aquaproof cut protection tape

The round must go into the 
square one 
In the corner area, the Aquaproof shower 
tray sealing tape is simply stretched to fi t 
exactly into each wall corner.

Corner sealing in the fl oor area 
by simply overlapping the Aquaproof shower 

tray sealing tape

 Video
qr.mepa.de/94
Shower tray  Video

qr.mepa.de/95
Bathtub

 Video
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Shower tray

 Video
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Bathtub

1  Brickwork
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  Sealing is a duty
Silicone is not suffi cient

 MEPA speaks plainly
We have selected and "translated" for you the most important contents of DIN 18534 on the 
subject of sealing bathtubs and shower trays.
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Reproduced with permission from DIN Deutsches Institut für Normung e. V. The version of the DIN standard with the latest issue date, which 
is available from Beuth Verlag GmbH, Am DIN Platz, Burggrafenstraße 6, 10787 Berlin, is decisive for the application of the DIN standard. 

The explanations do not release you from the obligation to deal with the specifi cations of DIN.

According to DIN 18534, sealing must always be carried out 

for the permissible installation of bathtubs/shower trays. 

 Conclusion by MEPA
One thing is certain, silicone is not a sealing and you 
are jointly responsible for a professional sealing. 

A disadvantage of sealing methods without a sealing 
between the tub/tray edge and the building structure 
is that the water runs behind and under the tub/tray as 
soon as the silicone joint fails. The wall and fl oor are 
sealed, but the water fl ows somewhere. 

When using sealing tapes, if the silicone joint fails, the water 
is prevented from running under the tub/tray. 

Also in the interest of your customers, play it safe and 
get information from us about possible sealing methods 
(www.aquaproof.de).
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MEPA Aquaproof
Brickwork & partly embedded installation

Brickwork & partly embedded installation 
with Aquaproof

Sealing

· bricked tub edges to the wall
· tub edges of partly embedded tubs to the wall and fl oor
· tub edges of partially embedded tubs to storage surfaces or 

tile strips

Suitable for

· bathtubs and shower trays made of steel, acrylic, 
mineral cast or ceramic

Lengths

· 4 m / 8 m

Scope of delivery

· 1 roll of tray sealing tape Aquaproof

Art. No. Design
 180 060 Length 4 m
180 064 Length 8 m

Sealing

· bricked tub edges to the wall
· tub edges of partly embedded tubs to the wall and fl oor
· tub edges of partially embedded tubs to storage surfaces or tile strips
· plus sound insulation between tub edge and building structure

Suitable for

· bathtubs and shower trays made of steel, acrylic, 
mineral cast or ceramic

Lengths

· 4 m / 8 m 

Scope of delivery

· 1 roll of tray sealing tape Aquaproof
· 1 roll of sound insulation tape
· 1 roll of tile separation tape

Art. No. Design
 180 061 Length 4 m
180 065 Length 8 m

 Aquaproof  Aquaproof Plus

Elastic, fl exible, watertight
 For brickwork and partly embedded installation

Our proven Aquaproof bathtub sealing tape is used for installation with 

brickwork or partially embedded installation. 

Aquaproof:  The bathtub sealing tape for the sealing between tub 

edge and building structure

Aquaproof Plus:  The package for watertight and sound-insulating 

installation. The plus stands for the sound protection 

components included in the scope of delivery – in 

addition to the Aquaproof bathtub sealing tape.

Aquaproof

Aquaproof Plus

finished 
floor level

finished 
floor level

screed

screed

screed

screed

finished 
floor level

finished 
floor level

Brickwork

finished 
floor level

finished 
floor level

screed

screed

screed

screed

finished 
floor level

finished 
floor level

Partly embedded

Aquaproof Plus
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MEPA Aquaproof
Floor-fl ush installation

Floor-fl ush installation with Aquaproof

Sealing

·   in connection with Aquaproof bathtub sealing tape
· transitions from wall to fl oor or to shelf spaces, niches or 

tile strips

Suitable for

· bathtubs and shower trays made of steel, acrylic, 
mineral cast or ceramic

Scope of delivery

· 3 Aquaproof L-corners, fl oor-fl ush
· 1 roll of separation tape, red
· 1 mark-up tool

Art. No. 180 048

Sealing

·  in connection with Aquaproof bathtub sealing tape
·  fl ush fi nish between tub and wall

Suitable for

· bathtubs and shower trays made of steel, acrylic, 
mineral cast or ceramic

Scope of delivery

· 2 Aquaproof T-corners, fl oor-fl ush
· 1 roll of separation tape, red
· 1 mark-up tool

Art. No. 180 049

 MEPA Aquaproof L-corners fl oor-fl ush  MEPA Aquaproof T-corners fl oor-fl ush

Tight in all dimensions
 For fl oor-fl ush installation

For installation fl ush with the fl oor, Aquaproof corners are used fl oor-fl ush in addition to Aquaproof 

or Aquaproof Plus (see page 32). For safe sealing of tub rims towards the wall and fl oor of 

fl oor-fl ush shower trays and bathtubs with shelf spaces made of steel, acrylic or mineral cast 

and ceramic. The Aquaproof L- and T-corners create a watertight transition between two 

Aquaproof sealing strips.

Installation possibilities:

finished 
floor level

finished 
floor level

screed

screed

screed

screed

finished 
floor level

finished 
floor level

Floor-fl ush

Folding videos L-corner

Folding videos T-corner

 Video

 Video  Video Video

1 roll of separation tape, red
1 roll of separation tape, red
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 NEW NEW

easier & 
crack resistant 
pre-stretching

Zig-zag perforation for 
easy pre-stretching without 

cutting into the fi lm

35 % thinner

separate cover foil for 
easier installation of the 
sound insulation strip

self-adhesive to 
wall and fl oor 

compatible 
with the previous

 Aquaproof*

 Request your free sample strip:
www.aquaproof.de/musterwww.aquaproof.de/muster

* if this has the imprint of a residual metre indication 

  NOW NEW:
Aquaproof product fi nder

Simply confi gure the right sealing products for your 
installation situation: With a simple image selection and 
a few entries, you can fi nd the sealing products you need 
for your project.   

 The product fi nder is part of the 
MEPA Service App or available as 
Web App at www.mepa.de/app

34

Usual quality, 
better details.

https://www.mepa.de/app
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 MEPA Aquaproof cut protection tape
Effective long-term protection of the seal at the edge of the bathtub when cutting out the maintenance joint 
in the wall and fl oor area. Cut protection tape made of high quality zircon corundum, base material made of 
fl exible Y-polyester fabric, width 20 mm, cut and stab resistant, water resistant and rot-proof. Self-adhesive 
with very good adhesion to MEPA Aquaproof and compound seals.

 MEPA Primer-Spray
To achieve optimum adhesive strength for Aquaproof in wall and fl oor areas with un-primed substrates. 
Sprayable adhesive, range approx. 25 m at a spraying width of 100 cm. Colourless, adhesive base synthetic 
rubber, temperature resistant form -20° C to + 80° C; processing temperature from -10° C to +30° C.

Use

· permanent cut protection for the tub rim sealing

Suitable for

· bathtubs and shower trays made of steel, acrylic, 
mineral cast or ceramic

Use

· substrate preparation for absorbent & non-
absorbent substrates

·  not necessary for already primed substrates or 
substrates coated with compound seals

Lengths

· 10 m

Scope of delivery

· 1 roll

Art. No. 180 091

Quantity

· 500 ml

Scope of delivery

· 1 spray can

Art. No. 180 090

 Video
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MEPA Aquaproof
Accessories
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Sound insulation
Effective sound insulation

Sound insulation consists of combined measures against structure-borne sound and airborne 
sound by avoiding potentiating sound bridges and preventing airborne sound from  encroaching 
on resonating bodies. This is because noises that penetrate into neighbouring rooms when 
 using bathtubs and shower trays can be perceived as disturbing. Low noise emission is 
 therefore an essential comfort feature. 

Bathtub installation systems from MEPA not only take this criterion into account to a large 
 extent, but they are also extremely easy to install and safe to use. For example, the MEPA tub 
sets 3s+ contain everything to prevent sound transmission from the tub body to the building 
support. The excellent sound insulation properties are proven by sound insulation reports.



*  On the basis of the available expert opinions for other sets, the above-mentioned sets can also guarantee appropriate sound insulation. 
Similarity/comparability is assumed here. Confi rmation by the Fraunhofer Institute is available.
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MEPA sound insulation tape

To prevent sound bridges with the brickwork of 
bathtubs and shower trays; for installation below the 
tub/tray edge (support).

 product details see page 38

Anti-vibration pads

To reduce occurring vibrations of the resonance 
body, versions for shower trays 
and bathtubs are available.

 product details see page 39

Anti-vibration pads

That's what you like to hear
The + of MEPA tub sets 3s+

Sound insulation properties proven with an expert opinion

The excellent sound insulation properties are proven – 

with a separate noise insulation certifi cate for each set. 

Tested by the engineers and sound insulation experts of the 

Fraunhofer Institute for Building Physics, Stuttgart.

Sound measurement 2013 at the Fraunhofer Institute for Building Physics

MEPA shower tray set
mounting frame

SF RE

MEPA shower tray set
mounting frame

SF RE
WS grip Kaldewei

MEPA bathtub set
WS grip Bette

MEPA bathtub set
WS

MEPA bathtub set
WA

MEPA bathtub set

Steel Acrylic Steel Mineral cast Acrylic Steel Steel Steel Acrylic

Installation sound level 
according to DIN 4109 27 dB 25 dB 23 dB 19 dB 25 dB 28 dB * 28 dB * 28 dB 27 dB

Installation sound level 
according to VDI 4100 23 dB 22 dB 20 dB 16 dB 22 dB 24 dB * 24 dB * 24 dB 24 dB

Sound measurement 2013 at the Fraunhofer Institute for Building Physics



MEPA sound insulation tape
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 Sound insulation tape

Effective sound insulation
In order to prevent sound bridges with the brickwork of bathtubs 

and shower trays, the MEPA sound insulation tape below the tub/

tray trim (support) is indispensable. A protrusion should only be 

removed after tiling, with the joint closed permanently elastic using 

silicon, because penetrating grout would create sound bridges. The 

MEPA sound insulation tape is made of PE foam and, with a width 

of 120 mm and a fi xed length of approx. 3.30 m, is suffi ciently 

dimensioned to provide sound insulation for standard brickwork.

Intended use

· for sound insulation between the tub/tray bottom edge and 
brickwork for tubs/trays made of steel, acrylic, mineral cast

Properties

· length 3.30 m
· PE-foam
· topside laminated with silicon fi lm
· self-adhesive

Scope of delivery

· 1 roll of sound insulation tape

Art. No. 180 030

 Sound insulation tape

The MEPA sound insulation tape is 
applied between the tub edge and 
the support surface.
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 Anti-vibration pads

Effective sound insulation
Tub bodies have a strong remaining resonance which becomes 

audible as airborne sound in the room. Vibration reduction using 

anti-vibration pads as best known from car manufacturing, offers 

the solution. Anti-vibration pads reduce the occurring vibrations 

of the resonance body and thus contribute to an improvement of 

the sound insulation value. Vibration reduction = airborne sound 

reduction.

Intended use

· for sound insulation of shower trays of steel, acrylic, 
mineral cast

Properties

· bitumen foil, approx. 8 kg/m2, laminated with polyethylene 
on one side

· self-adhesive

Scope of delivery

·  6 mat blanks

Art. No. 180 020

Intended use

· for sound insulation of bathtubs made of steel, acrylic

Properties

· bitumen foil, approx. 8 kg/m2, laminated with polyethylene 
on one side

· self-adhesive

Scope of delivery

·  6 mat blanks

Art. No. 180 021

 Anti-vibration pads for shower trays  Anti-vibration pads for bathtubs

Tub bodies have a strong remaining resonance which becomes 

audible as airborne sound in the room. Vibration reduction using 

anti-vibration pads as best known from car manufacturing, offers 

the solution. Anti-vibration pads reduce the occurring vibrations 

of the resonance body and thus contribute to an improvement of 

the sound insulation value. Vibration reduction = airborne sound 

Anti-vibration 
pads for the 
shower tray

Anti-vibration 
pads for the 
bathtub
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2.

3.

Stable
Steadily stable and safe solutions for the practice. 
The proven MEPA bathtub bases, anchors and rails 
are convincing in terms of function and quality. They 
form the reliable foundation for the tub. The well 
thought-out adjustment options ensure accuracy of fi t 
and secure stand.

Super tight
Connection joints require watertight solutions. MEPA 
Aquaproof meets the requirements of DIN 18534 and 
has been tested for tightness by independent testing 
institutes. Aquaproof is a complete system for a wide 
range of tub materials and almost any installation 
situation: Surface-mounted with brickwork, partly 
embedded, fl oor-fl ush.

Sound-insulated
Anti-vibration pads, sound insulation tape and 
ADS caps provide effective sound insulation 
through sound-insulated installation that is 
professionally separated from the building 
structure.

1.

Noise insulation certifi cate
The excellent sound insulation properties are proven – 
with a separate noise insulation certifi cate for each set. 
Tested by the engineers and sound insulation experts of 
the Fraunhofer Institute for Building Physics, Stuttgart.

Water-tightness certifi cate
The water-tightness certifi cate for MEPA Aquaproof from 
KIWA GmbH proves the proven "water-tightness of the 
sealing tape itself, as well as of the connections to the 
shower tray and to the wall".

MEPA tub sets 3s+ 
Everything in one package with safety
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MEPA tub sets

Safety during installation 
for every installation situation

Simply advantageous
Safety in a package

With the highest quality claim, MEPA has been offering bath and shower tray installation technol-

ogy that has been innovative and practical for 60 years. Watch out for the original MEPA quality. 

MEPA offers the 3s+ tub sets for effi cient, fast and practical installation in just a few steps. Everything complete 

in one set with coordinated components for a professional and sound-insulating installation according to the 

generally recognised rules of technology. One S for the stable tub bases, a second S for the super tight Aqua-

proof tub sealing tape, a third S for the sound-insulating components and as an additional +, all sets have their 

own noise insulation certifi cate and water-tightness certifi cate. 

So shower trays and bathtubs are positioned stable, 

super tight and sound-insulated in any installation situation.

Modern shower and bath systems are rich in variety. A 

wide variety of basic shapes, sizes, depths, materials and 

installation variants are offered by many different manufacturers. 

MEPA offers safety during installation with the 3s+ tub sets for 

every installation situation. 

stable

super tight

sound-insulated

+ noise insulation certifi cate

and water-tightness certifi cate

All components in the set are important, because: a chain is 

only as strong as its weakest link – if one component fails, 

the entire installation will be at risk. That is why only the best 

quality components are used in the MEPA 3s+ tub sets.

This saves time during installation and at the same time 

protects against installation errors by other trades and the 

resulting recourse claims. 

The stable tub base and the super-tight seal are perfectly 

matched. For this purpose, various components with sound-

insulating properties effi ciently counteract sound bridges. 

With a + of planning security, because the excellent sound 

insulation properties and the water-tightness of MEPA Aquaproof 

are proven with noise insulation certifi cates or water-tightness 

certifi cates. Everything complete in a set for a stable and 

quick installation with excellent acoustic properties – these 

are the MEPA tub sets 3s+. 



BW-5 Maxi
MEPA shower tray set

BW-5 Maxi
MEPA shower tray set

MEPA shower tray set
mounting frame

SF RE

MEPA shower tray set
mounting frame

SF RE

For matching shower trays, see model lists at www.mepa.de/a/modellliste.
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Shower tray sets

 MEPA shower tray set mounting frame SF RE 3s+ Universal

 MEPA shower tray set mounting frame SF RE 3s+ Acrylic

 MEPA shower tray set BW-5 Maxi 3s+ Steel

 MEPA shower tray set BW-5 Maxi 3s+ Acrylic

Consisting of:

· 1 Mounting frame SF rectangular 120/120 
Universal (product details see page 10)

· 1 bathtub sealing tape Aquaproof Plus
· 1 set of anti-vibration pads

Art. No. 182 123

Consisting of:

· 1 Mounting frame SF rectangular 100/100 Acrylic 
(product details see page 11)

· 1 bathtub sealing tape Aquaproof Plus
· 1 set of anti-vibration pads
· 1 cartridge with PU adhesive

Art. No. 182 126

Consisting of:

· 1 shower tray base BW-5 Maxi 
(product details see page 17)

· 1 set of bathtub bases
· 1 bathtub sealing tape Aquaproof Plus
· 1 roll of sound insulation tape
· 1 set of anti-vibration pads

Art. No. 182 101

Consisting of:

· 1 shower tray base BW-5 Maxi
(product details see page 17)

· 1 set of wall rails for shower trays
· 1 bathtub sealing tape Aquaproof Plus
· 1 roll of sound insulation tape
· 1 set of anti-vibration pads
· 1 cartridge with PU adhesive

Art. No. 182 107

· noise insulation certifi cate according to DIN 4109 
and VDI 41001)

· sealing according to the requirements of 
DIN 18534 

· for sound-insulating installation of shower trays 
made of steel, mineral cast or acrylic with smooth 
tray rim base

· noise insulation certifi cate according to DIN 4109 
and VDI 4100

· sealing according to the requirements of 
DIN 18534 

· for sound-insulating installation of shower trays 
made of acrylic

· noise insulation certifi cate according to DIN 4109 
and VDI 4100

· sealing according to the requirements of 
DIN 18534

· for sound-insulating installation of 
shower trays made of steel

· noise insulation certifi cate according to DIN 4109 
and VDI 4100

· sealing according to the requirements of 
DIN 18534

· for sound-insulating installation of 
shower trays made of acrylic

1) A noise insulation certifi cate is currently only available for 
steel and mineral casting.



WS grip Bette
MEPA bathtub set

WS grip Kaldewei
MEPA bathtub set

WS
MEPA bathtub set

WA
MEPA bathtub set

For matching bathtubs, see model lists at www.mepa.de/a/modellliste.
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 MEPA bathtub set WS grip BETTE 3s+

 MEPA bathtub set WA 3s+

 MEPA bathtub set WS 3s+

Consisting of:

· 1 bathtub base WS grip Kaldewei
(product details see page 21)

· 1 set of bathtub bases
· 1  bathtub sealing tape Aquaproof Plus
· 1 roll of sound insulation tape
· 1 set of anti-vibration pads

Art. No. 182 111

Consisting of:

· 1 bathtub base WS grip Bette
(product details see page 21)

· 1 set of bathtub bases
· 1  bathtub sealing tape Aquaproof Plus
· 1 roll of sound insulation tape
· 1 set of anti-vibration pads

Art. No. 182 113

Consisting of:

· 1 bathtub base WA-Plus, incl. 
1 set of wall rails for bathtubs
(product details see page 23)

· 1 bathtub sealing tape Aquaproof Plus
· 1 roll of sound insulation tape
· 1 set of anti-vibration pads
· 1 cartridge with PU adhesive

Art. No. 182 128

Consisting of:

· 1 bathtub base WSuni
(product details see page 22)

· 1 set of bathtub bases
· 1 bathtub sealing tape Aquaproof Plus
· 1 roll of sound insulation tape
· 1 set of anti-vibration pads

Art. No. 182 115

· noise insulation certifi cate according to DIN 4109 
and VDI 4100 

· sealing according to the requirements of 
DIN 18534

· for sound-insulating installation of 
bathtubs made of steel

· noise insulation certifi cate according to DIN 4109 
and VDI 4100 

· sealing according to the requirements of 
DIN 18534

· for sound-insulating installation of 
bathtubs made of steel

· noise insulation certifi cate according to DIN 4109 
and VDI 4100

· sealing according to the requirements of 
DIN 18534 

· for sound-insulating installation of bathtubs made of 
acrylic

· sound expert opinion according to DIN 4109 
and VDI 4100 

· sealing according to the requirements of 
DIN 18534

· for sound-insulating installation of bathtubs made 
of steel with material thickness from 2.3 mm

Bathtub sets

  MEPA bathtub set WS grip KALDEWEI 3s+
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